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Abstract 

Cloud computing facilities using mobile phones has become a necessity more than being an alternative. Cloud storage, social 

networks and email communications using mobile phones allows for mobility and on the go access to these cloud services. 

Despite providing such conveniences to the users, cloud access via mobile devices is vulnerable to security breaches especially 

when a third party gets hold of the  mobile phone. A third party may have access to the applications and features of the mobile 

phone provided that the unauthorized user managed to break the security login of the phone. This gives avenue for the 

unauthorized user to gain access to the cloud services without further verification. Because most of the cloud services provide 

a single sign-on features whereby the password is used by cloud services (gmail for example) for the first time only. After the 

first authentication, an authentication token which is downloaded to the mobile phone is used for subsequent authentications. 

Although this may sound secure without the use of password, the possibility for an unauthorized user access to the cloud 

services is still possible because the authentication token is stored in the phone itself and does not require further validations. 

Moreover, the authentication token is stored as plaintext inside the mobile phone and may be susceptible to security breach. 

Therefore, an identity management system based on user behavior patterns can be used to further validate the authorized user 

of the cloud services. The main aim of the research is to design MAHM, for cloud service identity management using human 

behavior patterns classification. There are various biometrics-based authentication using physiological and psychological have 

been in place but, environmental and human factors can influence these. In this research, unique behavior patterns will be used 

to identify distinct characteristics of certain individual. The framework will consist of various user behavior such as keypad 

tapping behavior, keystroke dynamics and phone swiping behavior as authentication scheme to the cloud applications. 

Keywords: Smartphone security, Mobile authentication, Password, Biometric, Machine learning, Keystroke dynamics, 

Touch dynamics, Tapping, Swiping. 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing, as a promising technology, employs the hardware pooling and virtualization to offer the 

computing and storage services to the public over the public networks like internet. Now, cloud computing is 

considered a key innovative technology that delivers the computing resources to the customers in a similar way of 

utility-based services. Most of the internet users utilize the cloud computing to do particular computations and/or 

store their data remotely over cloud storage devices. On the other side, people nowadays are shifting from the usage 

of PC’s to the mobile devices like smartphones, laptops, and tablets (Aminzadeh et al., 2015). Khali et al., (2014) 

has stated that, almost 90% people own mobile devices on a global scale and of that almost 50% of them use their 

mobile devices to access the Internet and web applications. Moreover, many people access the cloud services, like 

Drop box and Google drive, via the mobile devices (Chiu et a., 2015). However, the ease and convenience of 

mobile devices has a darker side. This dark side represents the security challenges that accompany the anywhere 

access of mobile devices. According to Li et a. (2015), security and privacy are vital features that judge the degree 

of users’ loyalty and trust for mobile cloud service. The security challenges include a wide variety of vulnerabilities 

in the field of access control and identity management, which is the focus of this study. According to La Polla et 

al. (2013), the security issues in mobile devices like mobile malicious code, malware injections, and credential 

thefts are increasing significantly. On the other side, the mobile software developers do not consider those security 

issues through the software development life cycle. Accessing the cloud services via the mobile devices, without 

considering the aforementioned security issues, is a risky matter for both the users and the cloud providers. One of 

the major issues in the mobile computing field is the unauthorized access. Evidently, the mobile devices are more 

vulnerable to the unauthorized access than the other devices (e.g. PC’s) due to many reasons (Khali et al., 2014; 

Khan et al.,2014): i. The ease of capturing or accessing the sensitive data in the lost/stolen mobile devices by a 

third party, ii. saving the credential and sensitive data (credit cards, passwords, personal identification information 

in an indecorously secure manner and therefore, these sensitive data become accessible and easy to collect. iii. 

unauthorized possession of mobile devices is much easier due to theft and misplacement For these reasons, mobile 

devices are more susceptible to the unauthorized access challenge (Hossain et al. 2015). Thus, the need for a secure 

identity management system for mobile cloud computing is highly required to protect the mobile devices and the 

cloud resources from the unauthorized access in the mobility environment 

2. Problem Statement 

Although there are certain applications available in the market for securing application in the mobile phone and 

also securing cloud applications, these works have their distinct functions that differ from the motivation of this 

research. For example, LockApp application available in Apps Store can be used to lock certain mobile application 
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that can only be achieved upon authentication. But this is tedious as users still need to enter the passcode besides 

the screen lock passwords. Moreover two-factor authentication system available in the market can be used to 

restrict cloud services to unauthorized users. But this system does not still protect unauthorized user accessing 

cloud services from the mobile phone as the main intention of this system is only to protect cloud service access 

from unauthorized locations or devices. Google Authentication Token scheme also protects cloud access from 

unauthorized users by providing one time password and subsequent access is performed by Authentication Token 

stored in the mobile phone. This does not block unauthorized users from accessing cloud services via phone because 

the token is already stored in the phone and anybody who gain access to the phone can directly access the cloud 

services. This work differs from the above by uniquely identifying the authenticated user of the phone to gain 

access to cloud services. When the mobile phone is in the possession of an imposter, the proposed system MAHM 

would be able to differentiate between legitimate user and an imposter. The work mainly    

3. Motivation 

MAHM system is designed to detect human hand movement on the mobile phone by detecting their hand 

gesture, movement speed, tapping speed, tapping variations, swiping patterns as each individual has different hand 

geometric patterns and finger sizes. With that motivation, each user would have unique tapping, swiping and typing 

patterns and these three are the most common way how a user interacts with the mobile device So this is the main 

motivation behind this paper that uses a combination of keystroke dynamics and touch dynamins for user 

authentication. Among the studies (Buschek et al., 2015), it was reported that the use of touch-based features with 

keystroke dynamic features have significantly improved the accuracy of authentication. In short touch-based 

features have the discriminating power to differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate users in the context of 

authentication. Further evidence of the importance of the touch-based features also noted in the recent study in 

(Krishnamoorthy et al., 2018), where it used a combination of various feature types that include pressure-based 

features, keystroke dynamics features and device-specific features for authentication in a mobile device to improve 

the accuracy of authentication. The touch dynamic is suitable for static and continuous authentication and does not 

require additional hardware. In touch dynamics, the values of different features change a lot with the change of the 

mobile phone. The proposed MAHM system differs from others in the literature by specifically selecting key 

important features from keystroke dynamics and tapping dynamics that focuses on cloud authentication. The works 

in the literature focuses more on first time mobile authentication only to unlock the phone but MAHM focuses on 

continuous authentication to cloud applications.   

4. Related Works  

Key stroke dynamics by identifying user PIN (passcode)typing pattern has been investigated by  (Killourhy and 

Maxion, 2009). Research done on the analysis of keystroke dynamics for identifying users as they type on a mobile 

phone can be found in Bergadano et al ,2002; Clarke et al., 2009; Karatzouni and Clarke, 2007; Nauman and 

Ali,2010; Zahid et al, 2009). Kestroke dynmics and touch dynamics consists one of the major behavioral features 

that can be used for authentication purposes. According to Dhage et al., (2015), keystroke dynamics basically looks 

at the patterns when one typing character on the keyboard and despite being there for long, Dhage et al.(2015) find 

that there are challenges when it comes to smarphone keystrokes due to the sensors on the smartphones. Keysrtoke 

is categorized into static whereby a user would have to enter a specific text that is predetermined like a password 

and dynamic whereby the user is free to type anything the system would continuously monitor the typing behavior 

of an individual (Sun, Ceker and Upadhyaya, 2017). (Saini, Kaur and Bhatia, 2016). Researchers are looking at 

many features that can be extracted from keystroke such as key hold time, latency, horizontal digraph, vertical 

digraph etc (Teh et al., 2016). There are many active research in authentication using keystroke dynamics and 

mainly focusing using machine learning algorithms such as random forest and Support Vector Machine (SVM) ( 

Zhang, 2015, Corpus et al., 2016, Alshanketi, Traore and Ahmed, 2016, Sun, Ceker and Upadhyaya, 2017, Huang, 

Hou and Schuckers, 2017, Huang, Hou and Schuckers, 2017, Sharma and Bohra, 2017, Bhatia and Hanmandlu, 

2017, Sitova et al., 2016) 

In classifying users, there were different methods used that are statistical and machine learning. Among 

experiments based on a statistical method for authentication, (Dhage et al., 2015) showed 0.81% of EER which is 

far better than the results achieved in (Deng and Zhong, 2015) but the former uses only 15 users in the experiment. 

The trend to use machine learning using keystroke dynamics features has been gaining popularity since (Deng and 

Zhong, 2015). It is evident in the studies (Alshanketi, Traore and Ahmed, 2016; Corpus et al., 2016; Bhatia and 

Hanmandlu, 2017; Sharma and Bohra, 2017; Sun, Ceker and Upadhyaya, 2017). Among experiments based on this 

method, the popular classifiers such as RF, NN and SVM were used. At the beginning in the mobile keystroke 

dynamics study based on this method (Alshanketi, Traore and Ahmed, 2016), DNN was used and achieved 2.3% 

of EER. Thereafter NN in (Corpus et al., 2016) achieved 61% accuracy and 7% of FAR which desires further 

improvement. Since then, RF and SVM have been used widely for authentication based on keystroke dynamics 

features. It has been found that classifier RF in (Bhatia and Hanmandlu, 2017; Sharma and Bohra, 2017) achieved 

more than 95% of accuracy and performs better than other classifiers in EER, FAR and FRR metrics as well. 
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Keystroke dynamics is very cost-effective as it does not require additional hardware and the user does not require 

to put extra effort as it is transparent 

In the beginning, the statistical method was used and achieved 10% and below for EER, FAR and FRR in mobile 

touch and keystroke dynamics study (Tasia et al., 2014),. Thereafter, several studies (Sen and Muralidharan, 2014; 

Buschek et al., 2015; Krishnamoorthy et al., 2018) were focused on using a machine learning method with a 

combination of keystroke dynamics such latency feature and touch mobile features such as touch size, touch 

pressure and touch offset to carry out behavioral authentication. Zhang (Zhang et al., 2015) found that the use of 

palm and touch combination of gesture yields a good result in the authentication. The authors used a combination 

sparse representation and dictionary-based classification which is distinct from other research works. Another study 

by (Sae-Bae et al., 2014) with the sample size of 34 achieved a reasonable EER rate for gesture using palm and 

fingertips data. The authors focus on the availability of five-finger touch gesture features on Apple devices. The 

authors utilized the five finger movements and the palm at the center and accuracy above 90% was achieved.  Sitova 

(Sitova et al., 2016) achieved a better EER rate in the walking position as compared to the sitting position. The 

authors employed scaled Manhattan, scaled Euclidean, SVM and Score Level Fusion for the classification. A good 

accuracy result was obtained by (Bokor, Antal and Aszl, 2014) using k-NN and SVM classification method 

whereby the accuracy of 90% was achieved. Based on the observations and performance results, it is noted that 

touch-based authentication works better with a set of operations instead of relying on one at a time. An error rate 

close to zero cannot be achieved by just using a single operation.  Overall, a touch gesture is very suitable for static 

and continuous authentication and it has the advantage of not requiring additional hardware. But touch gestures 

can lead to inconsistent accuracy if user activity is very inconstant. There were other variations of behavior based 

authentication was performed such as graphical based authentication, progressive authentication etc. (Zheng et 

al.,Biddle et al., 2010; Chang et al., 2010; Jermyn et al., 1999). De Luca et al., (2012) Sae-Bae et sal., 2012. Riva 

et al. (2010). 

5. Mobile Authentication using Hybrid Modalities (MAHM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: MAHM Architecture 

 

Cloud applications accessible via mobile phones would not be able to differentiate between legitimate and 

illegitimate users. Most of the cloud applications request for credentials only at the initial phase of application 

installation and subsequent authentications is performed by authentication tokens stored in the mobile phone. In 

that case, any illegitimate users could be using these applications when the mobile phone is in their possession. In 

order to tackle this issue, MAHM system (Figure 1) through various body of knowledge and literature identified 

three key behaviour modalities that are commonly used for most of the cloud applications. Keystroke dynamics 

using keypads or virtual keyboards together with touch dynamics such as tapping and swiping are the most essential 

and basic features that is applicable for any cloud applications. Whenever a user accesses his/her phone, either 

tapping, swiping or typing (keystroke) are the most common features used for most of the mobile phone 

applications and cloud applications. Therefore, this research has identified these three features to create a behaviour 

based model using machine learning that can uniquely identify certain individuals and can further isolate the 
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unauthorized user from authorized user. In order to do that, an application is created that can extract these features 

(pressure, time, size and acceleration etc) using the Android API. A classification model is created using machine 

learning techniques for differentiating the authorized user from the imposter. As can be seen in Figure 2, when a 

user tries accessing the cloud application, the system would verify the user by using the classification model created 

and authenticates the user to request for cloud services. MAHM system can also be used for other applications like 

mobile commerce, mobile learning (accessing cloud storage) and for mobile banking. MAHM is an added security 

providing continuous authentication on top of traditional two factor authentications that is intended for first time 

authentication only.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. MAHM System Design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As mentioned in section 5.0, there are three different modalities that is focused in this research to provide a 

better classification model yielding better accuracy. The three feature extraction, feature selection and classifier 

systems are discussed separately in the following sections to provide better understandings on the differences of 

these modalities.  

 

5.1 Feature Selection 

 

Feature selection was considered very important in this research; therefore a step forward feature selection 

mechanism was adopted. The features were carefully selected by validating the accuracy values with each feature 

added and those features that were under performing and showing lower accuracy were removed from the 

classification. Features selection can help in terms of over fitting which could affect the performance. The following 

are the most suitable features that were identified for all the three different modalities that have been selected for 

this research.  

 

• Touch Size 

Touch size is basically considered the area coverage touched by the user. The area touched varies between 

different individuals from an adult, child, female and male depending on the fingertip size of the user. The pixel 
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value can be ranged from 0 to 1 add the MotionEven_getsize() function is used in order to extract this in typical 

android systems. The touch size is usually extracted as the average area, area at the beginning of swipe and area at 

the end of the swipe. The start area can be wider than the end area as usually in the start the user might swipe wider 

area and end with lesser touch area.  

 

• Touch Pressure 

Touch pressure is considered the force applied on the touchscreen and it is directly related to touch area as the 

more area covered the higher the pressure applied. The touch pressure value ranges from 0 to 1 and function 

MotionEvent_getpressure() is used to get the pressure value. The touch pressure value is distinctive to every user 

and it is very hard for imposter to mimic the pressure value of a legitimate user. Average pressure, the pressure at 

the start of the swipe and pressure at the end of the swipe are extracted and similar to touch size, the touch pressure 

at the beginning of the swipe could be much stronger than at the end of the swipe due to the area coverage.   

 

• Touch Position (X and Y Coordinate) 

The touch position is measured as the X and Y coordinate position of where the user touches the screen. The 

touch position varies from one individual to another as the touch area, fingertip area and user’s palm position 

differs. Since this is a very discriminative feature, it is very hard to have similar values between a legitimate and 

illegitimate user. For this simulation, the start X, start Y, end X and end Y values were extracted. 

 

• The Length, Absolute Length and Direction 

 
 

The absolute length value differs between individuals due to the different hand geometry, so in this case the 

length and absolute length values were calculated. The length value is extracted from the Android built in function, 

whereas absolute length is calculated as a straight line from the starting position of the swipe to the end position of 

the swipe as shown in equation (1). The swipe direction is an angle value of the horizontal line from the swipe 

starting position and it is calculated as shown in equation (2) and the swipe area is calculated as shown in equation 

(3). 

 

 

 
• Swipe Duration and Average Speed 

The swipe duration is the total time taken from the start to the end of swipe action. So basically, it is the time 

difference between the start time and the end time. The getime() function is used from the android system. Function 

getspeed() is used in order to get the speed value at different instances and it is divided by the number of instances 

in order to get the average speed value.  

 

• Time 

The time value is calculated for the four different instances for the keystroke and the tapping. KeyDown refers 

to when the user presses the key and KeyUp when user releases the key. Whereas for the tapping Action_Down is 

user when user performs tapping and Action_Up when user releases the tap. With this associated keystroke and 

tapping events, the following timing values were obtained as important features: i) key press time, ii) key release 

time, iii) tapping time, iv) releasing time. 
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5.2 Keystroke Dynamics 

 

This modality focuses on user typing behaviors to identify their typing patterns for user authentication. The 

focus area of users for these features would be those performing mobile payments, composing emails and inputting 

passwords. These are very important credentials or information that needs very reliable medium and therefore when 

the typing pattern is dissimilar from the authorized user, the system would be able to detect that an imposter is 

trying to enter the password or making online payments using the legitimate users mobile phone and accounts. 

There was a separate application developed in order to collect the keystroke data and the application comes with a 

user-friendly interface. Once the user registers his/her account (Figure 3), the system takes user to the main page 

with the enrollment, prediction, profile and exit options.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Keystroke Dynamic Setup 

 

 

     
         Fig. 4(a) Keyboard Dispatch Action                                      Fig. 4 (b) Keyboard Action 

 

 

In order to input data, the keyboard selections can be made as either default or the custom keyboard. As user 

enters data using the keyboard, the keystroke dynamic data such as keypress time, keyrelease time, X coordinate, 

Y coordinate and pressure would be captured as and after certain trials the train button would appear to perform 

training. The dispatchKeyEvent  (Figure 4(a) was used in order to collect the user input where the Key-Down 

(Figure 4 (b) would detect when the user  presses the key while Key-Up (Figure 4 (b) would detect when user 

release the key.  The System.currentTimeMillis () was able to collect user pressing time in order to identify the 
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character typed by the user. In order to predict the user as legitimate or illegitimate, the keystroke data captured 

(Figure 5) together with input data from the user would be used for testing. Although an imposter could correctly 

type the password or even other confidential details pretending as legitimate user, the system would still be able to 

correctly predict the imposter since the keystroke dynamics data captured such as pressing time, releasing time, 

pressure and duration time varies from the legitimate user as learnt by the system. The profile details would display 

the user details and the classifier details (Figure 6).   

 
 

Fig. 5 :  Keystroke Dynamics Sample Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Keystroke Dynamic Results 

 

5.3 Touch Dynamics 

 

Touch dynamics are the second most common action user performs on the mobile phone touchscreen. Most of 

the time a user performs actions like tap, double-tap, swipe, scroll or pinch to interact with the touchscreen.  Touch 

dynamics is very likely to be used for capturing human behavior due to the distinct features of touch size, touch 

position, touch pressure, swipe length, swipe duration, swipe size which varies from one individual to another since 

everyone has different finger size, finger length, finger pressure and the holding methods. Due to these key 

characteristics, two most common touch dynamics; tapping and swiping has been considered for this research 

besides the keystroke dynamics.    

• Swipe Feature 

Swipe length, swipe absolute length, swipe starting position, swipe ending position and the time taken for one 

swipe can be obtained by user swiping up, down, left and right on the mobile touch screen. The author in (Bokor, 

 
Figure 5. The Result of Predictio 

 
Figure 6. Profile Details 
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Antal and Aszl, 2014) developed an application to acquire data for horizontal and vertical strokes.  The author used 

8 different mobiles and tablets. For classification, the author used K-NN and random forest classifiers using Weka 

software and achieved an accuracy of more than 95%. From the experiment, the author concluded the most 

discriminative features i.e. finger area and finger pressure, by measuring in the middle of the swipe, and absolute 

length between two endpoints. 

• Tap and double tap: 

Tap is a gesture that is performed by touching the touch screen to perform a specific function. Tap is performed 

usually on buttons to open a new something in a window, to submit a form or to send message, etc. Features used 

for tap are the duration of the tap, touch size, and touch pressure (Sitova et al., 2016). Double-tap is usually used 

to zoom in or zoom out. From double tap, we can find the same features that can be found with tap and one 

additional feature velocity between two consecutive taps (Sitova et al., 2016). S. Dhage (Dhage et al., 2015) 

performed tap features by collecting data using accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer to capture very micro-

movements and orientation patterns while performing the tap operation. Grasp resistance (change in movement) 

and grasp stability (disappearance of finger force) are the two features used for studying the tapping behavior. 

Based on the implementation results, grasp resistance works better than grasp stability to differentiate the users. 

 

5.3.1 Tapping 

Tapping is very crucial for some secured applications like selecting banking details, reading emails or looking 

for some confidential information on the phone. Therefore, in this setting, tapping details would be collected using 

a simulated environment whereby the user needs to tap several times for the enrollment phase. The tapping features 

such as x-coordinate, y-coordinate, tapping time, releasing time, pressure, size and action  (Figure 7) would be 

recorded into the database for training and testing. As shown in Figure 8, the onTouchEvent() method was used in 

order to recognize the touch events on the mobile screen. This event could identify the tapping and swiping 

operation on the mobile screen. The ACTION_DOWN could detect the tapping operation and the ACTION_UP 

could detect tap release opretation. TextView operation was used to obtain the x-coordinate, y-coordinate, size, 

event time and down time. 

 

Fig. 7: Touch Dynamics Sample Data 

 

 

  

Fig. 8: onTouchEvent() method 
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In the prediction phase (Figure 9), verification will be performed whereby the user is asked to tap once and the 

application will be able to predict whether it is the device owner or an imposter as shown in Figure 10.  

 

   

   Figure 9: Enrollment Phase 

   

     Fig. 10: Touch Operation Obtaining Features 

5.3.2 Swiping 

 

In this setting, user can perform swipe left, swipe right, scroll down and scroll up and the swipes would be 

incremented with every swipe movement. As the example shown in Figure 10, three swipes left, six swipes right, 

seven scrolls up and four scrolls down are shown and data samples were collected from participants with each 

participant performing about four hundred swipe movements at all four directions discussed. The data samples 

were collected during the enrollment process at different time periods to keep the data consistent with different 

posture holding the phones, with different moods and different positions either standing, lying to sitting etc. Since 

swipe is a very common gesture used in mobile phones, it was very suitable to collect the swipe features as swipe 

length, swipe starting position, swipe ending position, time taken from swipe and the swipe absolute length.  

6. Results 

In order to test the results, 10-fold cross-validation was used in a number of samples for each user was collected. 

This is a very useful method for small training dataset and it does not fall into overfitting. The datasets ranges from 

50 to 400 samples per user. During the testing stage, the accuracy values were obtained with different numbers of 

training and testing datasets. The training data for each user were extracted from the samples collected for each 

user and the same applies to the testing datasets. Based on Figure11, 12 and 13 there were different sets of training 

data used with 50 datasets, 100 datasets and 200 datasets and the testing was done with about 20 % of the total 

dataset accordingly. Both the training and testing were done with both legitimate (user A) and illegitimate users 

(user B). Eight different classifiers, Naive Bayes Updatable, Naive Bayes Multinomial, Hoeffding Tree, Random 

Forest, Decision Stump, Multilayer Perceptron, Naive Bayes and KStar were used for the prediction. As shown in 

Figure 11, 50 datasets were used for training and and 10 datasets were used for testing which shows the correctly 

classified instances and also incorrectly classified instances.  Naive Bayes Updatable, Naive Bayes Multinomial 
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and Naive Bayes have got 80% correctly classified instances and 20% incorrectly classified instances. However, 

Hoeffding Tree have got 70% correctly classified instances and 30% incorrectly classified instances while the 

following classifier Random Forest, Decision Stump, Multilayer Perceptron and KStar have only got 50% of 

correctly classified instances and 50% incorrectly classified instances. Table 1 shows the prediction results for the 

legitimate and illegitimate users with each having 50% of values. The results show the instances whereby both 

users were correctly and incorrectly predicted. It is obvious that Naïve Bayes Multinomial performed better with 

only one instance of wrong prediction for both users as compared to other classifiers. 

Table 1   Prediction with 50 training data 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 : Accuracy with 50 training data and 10 supplied test data       

               

As shown in Figure 12, 100 datasets were used for training and and 10 datasets were used for testing which shows 

the correctly classified instances and also incorrectly classified instances. Hoeffding Tree have got 80% correctly 

classified instances and 20% incorrectly classified instances. However, Naive Bayes Multinomial have got 70% 

correctly classified instances and 30% incorrectly classified instances while the following classifier Naïve Bayes 

Updatable, Random Forest, Decision Stump, Multilayer Perceptron, Naïve Bayes and KStar have only got 50% of 

correctly classified instances and 50% incorrectly classified instances. Table 2 shows the prediction results for the 

legitimate and illegitimate users with each having 50% of values. The results shows the instances whereby both 

users were correctly and incorrectly predicted. There were some changes in the results wiht Hoeffding performing 

better with only one error predicted for both user A and user B.  

Table 2 Prediction with 10 Data with 100 Training Data 

Classifier Correct Predict 

userA 

Correct Predict 

userB 

Error Predicted userA as 

userB 

Error Predicted 

userB as userA 

Naïve Bayes 

Updatable 

3 5 2 0 

Naïve Bayes 

Multinomial 

4 4 1 1 

Hoeffding Tree 3 4 2 1 

Random Forest 0 5 5 0 

Decision Stump 0 5 5 0 

Multilayer 

Perceptron 

0 5 5 0 

Naïve Bayes 3 5 2 0 

KStar 5 0 0 5 
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Figure 12  Accuracy with 100 training data and 10 supplied test data  

As shown in Figure 13, 200 datasets were used for training and and 10 datasets were used for testing which shows 

the correctly classified instances and also incorrectly classified instances. Hoeffding Tree and Naive Bayes 

Multinomial have got 70% correctly classified instances and 30% incorrectly classified instances. The following 

Naïve Bayes Updatable, Random Forest, Decision Stump, Multilayer Perceptron, Naïve Bayes and KStar have got 

50% correct classified instances and 50% incorrectly classified instances. Table 3 shows the prediction results for 

the legitimate and illegitimate users with each having 50% of values. The results shows the instances whereby both 

users were correctly and incorrectly predicted. There were some changes in the results with both Hoeffding Tree 

and Naïve Bayes Multinomial showing two errors predicted for user A and one error predicted for user B.  

Table 3 Prediction of 10 Data with 100 Training Data 

 

Classifier Correct Predict 

userA 

Correct Predict 

userB 

Error Predicted userA 

as userB 

Error Predicted 

userB as userA 

Naïve Bayes 

Updatable 

5 0 0 5 

Naïve Bayes 

Multinomial 

3 4 2 1 

Hoeffding Tree 4 4 1 1 

Random Forest 0 5 5 0 

Decision Stump 0 5 5 0 

Multilayer Perceptron 0 5 5 0 

Naïve Bayes     

KStar 5 0 0 5 
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Figure 13 Accuracy with 200 training data and 10 supplied test data

 
 

 In order to further validate the work, another round of experiments were conducted with two new classifiers, 

decision tree and IBK. Based on the results in Figure 14, NBM and IBK achieved 100% correct classification 

whereas NB, DT, DS, RF, MLP, and KStar achieved 50% correctly classified instances and 50% incorrectly 

classified instances. The prediction results in Table  4 shows that NBM and IBK could correctly classify the user 

with 0% error rate. So, in this result too NBM seems to be performing better than other classifiers.  

Table 4: Prediction of 10 data with 200 training data 

 

Classifier Correct Predict 

userA 

Correct Predict 

userB 

Error Predicted 

userA as userB 

Error Predicted 

userB as userA 

Naïve Bayes 

Updatable 

5 0 0 5 

Naïve Bayes 

Multinomial 

3 4 2 1 

Hoeffding Tree 3 4 2 1 

Random Forest 0 5 5 0 

Decision Stump 0 5 5 0 

Multilayer Perceptron 0 5 5 0 

Naïve Bayes 5 0 0 5 

KStar 5 0 0 5 

Classifier Correctly Predict User 

A 

Correctly Predict User 

B 

Error Predicted 

user A as User B 

Error Predicted 

user B as User A 

NB  5 0 0 5 

NBM 5 5 0 0 

DT 0 5 5 0 

DS 0 5 5 0 

RF 0 5 5 0 

MLP 0 5 5 0 

IBk 5 5 0 0 

KStar 5 0 0 5 
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Figure 14 200 Training Data and 10 Supplied Test Data 

 

Table 5 

Summary of accuracy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper proposes a strong authentication protocol for cloud computing that works as a second step verification 

together with the first-time authentication that is performed in all traditional two factor authentication. Although 

two factor authentication has been established, as mentioned before, the authentication token stored in the mobile 

 
NB NBM DT DS RF MLP IBk KStar 

10/50 100% 100% 60% 60% 60% 50% 50% 50% 

10/100 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 50% 100% 50% 

10/200 50% 100% 50% 50% 50% 50% 100% 50% 

 

 

 

Based on the three different tests conducted with different data set values, Naïve Bayes Multinomial and Hoeffding 

Tree seems to giving constant results but the results can be further improved by having more features for all the 

three different modalities used, keystroke dynamics, tapping and swiping. It is also very clear that size of the 

dataset for training can greatly affect the accuracy values achieved. Based on the results NBM seems to be the 

most constant classifier with producing100% correctly classified instances for all the three different dataset 

selections and could clearly identify the legitimate and illegitimate user as shown in Table 5. 
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phone would allow any imposter to acquire and use the mobile devices as the authentication will be done 

automatically without requesting for subsequent credentials. Only first-time authentication requires user 

credentials after which it is done automatically. So, the proposed MAHM framework, allows continuous 

authentication by continuously verifying the authenticity of the user by observing the user behavior. The traditional 

two factor authentications normally only considers the knowledge factor such as password (some you know) and 

the ownership factor such as access card (something you have) but MAHM considers the inheritance factor 

(something you are) to be considered the strongest mechanism as it is derived from human characteristics and 

behaviors that cannot be easily tampered with, manipulated or mimicked by any imposters. Behaviors factors 

seems to be considered the most secured authentication mechanisms besides other biometrics methods such as 

fingerprint and retinal scanners. Behaviors authentication is chosen in MAHM so that users are not continuously 

bothered to enter the credentials like fingerprint or voice but MAHM system can learn the user behaviors by using 

the built-in sensors embedded in most of the most devises. The sensors would continuously collect the user 

behaviors using their keystroke, tapping and swiping patterns. MAHM system should be able to uniquely 

differentiate between the legitimate and illegitimate user by analyzing their behaviors. A combination of three 

modalities, keystroke, tapping and swiping has been chosen in this research because these three are the most 

common way how user interacts with the mobile phone. In our previous work, the authentication of each 

mechanism has been separately analyzed and the results were presented but does not satisfactorily achieve the 

outcome. Therefore, in this research a combination of these modalities has been chosen and from the body of 

knowledge, this is first such research that works by looking into a hybrid modality to perform continuous 

authentication for cloud computing. The results presented shows that NBM could be the best classifier for this kind 

of hybrid authentication mechanisms and future work would focus more into improving accuracy values by 

incorporating other modalities. 
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